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B-2-2 Dynanic behavj-or of long Josephson juncti.ons

Takeshi IMAMURA, Shinya ltASUO and Toyosaku ISOBE

FuJitsu Laboratories, Ltd.
101J Karnlkodanaka, Kawasaki, Japan

For the purpose of utillzing Josephson tunnel junctions as switching devices,

it ls neccessary to study their dynamic behavi-ors. So far, reported analyses have

been based on the S.urnped circuit model. With this model, however, it is not ade-

quate to discuss the switching behavior of long (i,)i.l) or high current density

junctions, because in euch cases the Meissner effeet in the junction is not negLi-

gible. Here L is the junction length and .t, is the Josephson penetration depth.

We have investigated the dyna.mic behavior of long Josephson junctions with the

distributed circuit nodel by means of a computer simuLation, and i.n this paper two

types of the switchlng behavior are reported.

The sine-Oordon equation with a kinetic loss tern added was numeriealJ-y soLved

with a boundary condition whlch takes account of the effect of the externaL and

seLf-induced nnagnetic fiel-d at the edges of the junctlon. Phase difference O

between two superconductora, magnetic field H and eurrent deneity J in the junctlon

were obtained as a function of space and tine variables for the given external field

H" and junction total current I. the static solution, which was obtained with the

eame nethod as shovrn by Basavaiah and Broott) *"= used as an initial eondition for

the dynarnies. A typlcal exa"mple of the static distributione of H and j is shown in

Fig, 1, where E is the total magnetie flux within the junction.

It is well known that a Josephson junction transfers to the voltage state when

the JUnctlon current I exceeds the crltlcal cument I" r

and that the junction voltage V osciLLates due to the

AC Josephson effect. Figure 2 shows the tine variation

of !E and T in case of 1'=5?Ls and the norraaLized Loss

paraneter P =0,6, Here V is the spatially averaged junc-

tlon voltage in case of Ar=10 ;rur, iJ=J.zX1s? l/nz ana

tJ=0.35 p sec, I and H" are varied as shown in the f"-H"

chart in Fig. 2, rhe junction, initially settled at the *IE;lrrl*?ltiu"lifflloil'
zero-voltage state with zero external field, transfers tions in the junction
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to the voltage state when I is lncreased above I". It nuEt be noted that E ana f
osciLlates with the sane period. fine variatlon of the magnetie flel-d distribution
in the junction is shown in Fig. 3(a), whieh indicates that the rnagnetic flux equiv-

aLent to the flux quantum is dragged into the Junetion fron the right edge and

travels toward left until it is driven out from the left edge. When H" is lncreased,

A also increases as shovrn in Fig. 2, In this situation, the fLux ln the junction

shows the nulti-vortex state as indicated in Fig. 3(b), and the period of the oscil-
lation is equal to the tirne for one vortex shift. It nust be noted that the AC

Josephson oscillation is orlginated frorn the fLux flow in the junction.

Srnall Josephson junctions (I,(.i.r) show Fraunhofer-l-ike patterns in their I"-H"
characteristics, but for long junctions (L>i.J), the patterns deviate from then

and overlap in the trailing edges of two nelghboring vortex modes. Therfore lt is
possible to exhibit two dlfferent zero-voltage states for the glven I and H".

Figure 4 shows a switching behavior between the 0-1 vortex mode and the 1-2 vortex

mode. The junction is set initially ln the 0^,1 moder and then H" ls increased to

exceed the threshold Line fron the 0-1 mode to the 1n,2 mode under the condition
that I is kept constant. When H" intersects the threshold l-ine, a transient voltage

appears across the junction as shown in Fig. 4, but the junction settles to the zeto-
voltage state in the 1-2 node after the inter-mode-switching is achieved. SimiJ.arly,

it is possible to switch frorn the 1-2 mode to the 0^,1 mode with decreasing H".

It nust be emphasized that the overlaped region of two neighboring vortex modes in
the I"-H" characteristics ean exhibit two stable zero-voltage states and the switch-
ing between then is aLso possible.

Dynarnic behaviors of long Josephson junetions

have been discussed concentrating on two types of
the switching characteristics. Results presented

here are usefuL for the understandtng of pysical

meaning of the AC Josephson effect as well as the

quantitative design of the switching eircuits
using Josephson Junctions.
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Fig.3 Tine variation of the
nagnetic field distributionsin two different voltaee
statee shown in Fig.Z -
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Fig.4 Switching two neighboring vortex nodeE


